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some of the restrictions on our more aggressive
portfolios.

Figure 1 displays the risk and return comparison for
our2019models and benchmarks.  It showsRisk on
the x-axis and Return on the y-axis measured over
the last 10 years.  Thebenchmarks are in red, while
our model portfolios are in blue.  The figure reveals
our model portfolio returns exceed those of their
benchmarkswithvery similar risk.

These changes paved the way for us to require a
higher statistical hurdle for funds to make it to our
buy list. As a result, wehave cut our 2019 buy list
from eighteen funds to twelve, by adding one new
fund and dropping seven. We will highlight this in
moredetail nextmonth.

Past	performance	may	not	be	indicative	of	future	results.	Every	investment	program	has	the	potential	for	loss	as	well	as	profit. Results	are	shown	net	of	fees	and	expenses	and	assume	the	
reinvestment	of	all	earnings.	Comparisons	to	benchmarks	are	for	informational	purposes	only.	A	particular	model	portfolio	may be subject	to	greater	risk	and/or	volatility	than	its	relevant	
benchmark.	Cape	Ann	Capital’s	annual	fee	of	0.65%	is	applied	to	model	returns.	Model	returns	would	be	higher	for	clients	with portfolios	larger	than	$1	million	since	they	pay	a	lower	fee	rate.	
Cape	Ann	Capital’s	fee	 is	not	debited	from	benchmark	returns.	Results	are	pro-forma;	as	such	they	reflect	models	as	currently	constructed.	Cape	Ann	Capital	reviews	its	models	once	a	year.	

Markets	Recap
The script from Q4 2018 was flipped at the start of
2019, as all risk assets reversed course and
ascended briskly. US Stocks led the way with an
8.6% return. EM, Pacific, and Euro Stocks were
close behind at 8.5%, 7.2% and 6.6%, respectively.
All seven asset classeswereup for themonth.

Building a Better Portfolio
Tracking Error (TE) is ametric used to evaluatehow
tightly a portfolio’s risk alignswith its benchmark. It
provides ameasureof accountability that CapeAnn
Capital is adhering to theasset allocation agreed to
in our Management Agreement.  A TE of zero
means the portfolio and benchmark move up and
down identically, while a TE of 2 means the
portfolio can deviate +/-2 percentage points from
thebenchmark.
We spend considerable time each year looking for
ways to improveportfolio construction. How do we
combine the funds onourbuylist to giveus the

best possible chanceof outperforming each client's
benchmark? 
Until two years ago our portfolio construction
decisions were based purely on risk
considerations.  The weight given to each fund in
client portfolios was based only on its ability to
reduce tracking error (TE) relative to benchmark.
Two years ago, we tweaked this decision to allow
the funds with stronger statistics to take a larger
role and, instead of minimizing TE relative to
benchmark, we pushed the TE for every portfolio
up to 2.0, the limit in our management
agreements.  After analyzing the impact of that
change, weare incorporating onemoreadjustment
for 2019: we are allowing TE to vary as a function
of risk level, from 1.0 at the conservativeend to 3.0
for our most aggressive target.

By doing so, we aim to keep TE tighter for our
conservative portfolios, where risk control and
principal preservationare critical, while loosening
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Figure	1:	Risk	and	Return,	Cape	Ann	Capital	Models	(Blue)	versus	Benchmarks	(Red)	


